
Smucker's

1071451021 - Sm 1.4 Oz Bkfast Syrup
Offer the convenience and great taste of Smucker's Breakfast Syrup. These portion control cups make it easy for
guests to add the perfect touch of sweetness to their favorite breakfast items while eliminating the need for
sticky carafes.   For more than a century, J.M. Smucker Company has been providing families with quality ...
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Easy to pour syrup creates a customizable experience for guests
Recognizable branded packaging demonstrates your commitment to quality with every portion control cup served
Portion control cups allow for a more sanitary experience
Sturdy, plastic packaging keeps syrup as fresh as possible
Fits a variety of caddy options available for tabletops and buffet lines
Portable and great for off-premise dining
Each cup is coded for maximum manufacturing traceability
Kosher

Corn Syrup, High Fructose Corn
Syrup, Water, Salt, Caramel
Color, Natural and Artificial
Flavors.

Store in a cool dry place.

Great for use in tabletop caddies, on
buffets, takeout/delivery, room
service, catering and more. Serve with
a variety of classic breakfast meals.

Ready to eat.

Smucker's The J.M. Smucker
Creamer, Dairy & Non-

Dairy

5150002283 1071451021 00051500022832 100 100/1.4 oz

10.5 lb 8.75 lb USA Yes

11.33 in 8.89 in 6.26 in 0.37 ft3 18x7
360

DAYS
35°F / 85°F
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